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Sonia Gechtoff 
 

Biography:  
•  1926. Born in Philadelphia. Her mother managed art galleries in San Franciscon, 

California, father was a very successful genre artist from Ukraine, who went on to work 
as an Ab Ex artist and futurist. He later introduced Gechtoff to painting at age of five. 

• 1950. Graduated from the School of Industrial Art (now called Philadelphia Museum Art) 
- Academic art training  

• 1951, relocated to San Francisco, enrolled in California School of Fine Arts. 

• 1954, gained national recognition when her work was exhibited in Guggenheim 
Museum’s Younger American Painters alongside Jackson Pollock.  

• 1958, moved to New York. Drawing inspiration from classical architectures and the sea.  

• 2018, passed away in New York.  
 

Early stage: Expansion  
• The art stage in San Francisco: Women treated more equally than New York. California 

School of Fine Arts (Clyfford Still) v.s. Berkeley, figurative painting (not exactly abstract) 
 

“I would talk about painting (in comparison to talking about intellectual ideas in painting), we 

would talk about the act of painting and how important it was. Now in Still’s case,…, he would 

interweave everything with it, but he was really basically talking about painting and all the 

things connected with it." 

 

• Early works from 1950s and 1960s  

− large passages of a single hue,  

− -more defined shapes, 

− -representational elements 

 

Later Stage: Poetry in Motion 
• Interest in grand opera and classical 

music (especially the Ring Circle, a cycle 

of four German-language epic music 

dramas composed by Richard Wagner) – 

strong gestures, bold palettes and heroic 

scale  
• Interest in architecture.  

 

 

 

 



Forces of Nature on the grand Stage: Paintings from 1988 to 1995 

Two categories:  

1. Architectural elements that function as framing devices, visual portals to direct the 

viewer’s attention, an arching structure like the proscenium of a theatre stage or columnar 

structures. 

 
2. Emphasis on forces of nature including waves, wind and fire as well as spherical 

structures that reference the sun, moon and celestial bodies.  

 
 “Gechtoff never became reductive nor did she make all-over paintings. Rather, she stayed true 

to the figural current running through her early work.”                 ——— David Richard Gallery 
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